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\
Retwned with thanks. Letter f'rom Dr. Smyth
and agreement are with Dr. Kaysen' s copy
of' RO' s memo to Mr. Buhler.

Liz
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7 November 1966

ear Colin:

Thanks very J:lUch for your two 1 tters, on canputation and Benzer.
At the noment I am not yet ready to do anythin ore on the computation
front. I would be glad to talk with you am Roald Buhler whenever it
is convenient, however, and I will await your initiative on that. I
will info members about the availabl.ity of computing faeiH ies at
the Univer ity, but I doubt that we will get any immediate response
out of this. I have passed a copy of your letter to Professor Oppenheimer.

I attach, for your interest, some material on Martin Greenberger,
whom your computation laboratory might well look into. lie approached me
on hearing--erroneously--that the lnstitut.e might be GOing into a compu
tation venture on its own. I told him, of course, that what 1 had in
mind was little different, and agreed to pass on his inter st in moving
from '1.I.T. to the Universitv. As far as I can understand, it is rest
lessness more than any in else which impells Greenberger to wish to
move. I knew him when he worked with uuy Orcutt on the first of the
items listed in his bibliographY, and am quite impressed with his sharp
ness of mind and energy. I think he feels that he wants more stimulus
and more room than be now has at 101.1.T. Tony Oettinger at Harvard knows
hiln well, and could add a recomnendation if you are interested.

On mer, I "Ifill circularize the faculty and see >mat response I
get, and let you know as soon as I can.

Cordially,

Carl Kaysen

Dean Colin S. Pittendrieh
The Uraduat~ School
Princeton Universi '
Princeton, lew Jeree. 08540
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

BOX 255

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

OFFICE OF THE DEAN October 31, 1966

Dr. Carl Kaysen
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Carl:

I am writing you partly in response to Dr. Oppenheimer's
letter to Roald Buhler and, in any case, to pursue further your
own inquiries concerning the Institute's possible use of our
computer facilities.

The transfer of the MANIAC to the University was a generous
gesture on the Institute's part, but I am afraid that it turned
into something of a disaster for us. We spent well over $100,000
on it and got very little useful computation out of it. It is
now in the Smithsonian.

We are, as you know from earlier conversation, anxious to fos
ter and develop our mutual relations and interests. I have high
hopes that as your own plans for the Institute shape up we can
find many ways in which your undertakings and ours can complement
each other and usefully interact. It would, I am sure, be unwise
for you to develop your own computer facilities at this juncture,
given the existence of ours - now very substantial - and the plans
we have for their further expansion. As of course you know, it
is a frightening financial investment and a continuing burden.
Our budget, now about $1.4 million, has doubled in two years, and
present projections suggest it will be $4.5 million in 1970-71.
To support and justify so large a venture, we will probably have
to function as some sort of regional center. There are some straws
in the wind, easy to understand, that federal support might increas
ingly demand such regionalization. Our general thinking on this
at present focuses on the IBM 360-67 which is a time-sharing machine.
We are thinking of input-output consoles scattered through the cam
pus, and if we serve as a regional center, ultimately through the
adjacent sections of New Jersey. Certainly we can think of consoles
at the Institute coupled to our machine.

It would be useful for you to meet with Roald Buhler and me
sometime to discuss our plans and anticipated development schedule
in some more detail. Should the Institute's computation needs grow
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and should you wish to meet them through our facilities, it might
be that the search for support should be a joint venture.

At any rate, the Institute is most welcome to use the Univer
sity Computer Center at any time. The machines now in use at the
University and the rates we can offer you for their use are listed
below.

137.5
110.0
137.5

44.0
22.0
38.5

275.0

Total Cost
Per Hour

Overhead
at 10%

12.5
10.0
12.5

4.0
2.0
3.5

25.0

$ 125
100
125

40
20
35

250

Cost Per
HourComputer

Engineering Quadrangle IBM 7094
Engineering Quadrangle IBM 7044
Accelerator IBM Model 360/50
Plasma Physics IBM 1410
Jet Propulsion Lab IBM 1620
LD.A. CDC 1604
P.C.D. IBM Model 360/67

(projected installation July 1967)

These rates are, incidentally, relatively low and reflect, among
other things, our success in keeping down-time to a minimum. They
need two qualifications or caveats however. First, actual rates vary
from one billing period to the next as use of the machine and other
variables fluctuate, but that variation is slight. Second, we are
still - as of this year - funding our computer activities out of in
direct costs, or "overhead," but next year we will probably be driven
to direct charging by pressure from the DoD and AEC accountants.
We must anticipate that under such a system use of the machines will,
at least initially, drop and hourly rates accordingly rise. The fig
ures I am quoting attempt to anticipate that rise, but we clearly
cannot be sure of what is really the product of crystal-ball gazing.
Nevertheless, the figures I list are those given to our own depart
ments, and we cannot do better than that.

Please let me know whenever you are ready to pursue this further.
All of us here worrying about the development of the Computer Center
will welcome further understanding of your anticipated needs and plans.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

Colin S. Pittendrigh

CSP:ln
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ROALD BUHLER, Director

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER CENTER

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY' 085+0

September 30, 1966

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
School of Natural Sciences
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer,

Your memo and the material that accompanied it was very
much appreciated.

The question of the Institute's access to Princeton's
computer is, of course, a part of the general relationship between
Princeton University and the Institute for Advanced Study. The
matter is currently being considered by Dean Pittendrigh of the
Graduate School.

Thank you again for sending this information to us.

Sincerely,

Roald Buhler

RB:JDM
cc:Dean C. S. Pittendrigh

,.
(~~
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES

1.6 September 1966

Memorandum to: Mr. Roald am1er

From time to time me bers of' the Institute have
problems of electronic computation, which it would be helpful
to have solved at the University' s computer establishment.
In June of' 1957, an agreement wss made betwen the Institute
and the lkliversity on the occasion of' the tranBf'er of our
original computer to the custody of' the lkliversity, copy of'
which is attached. I am also attaching an accompanying letter
!'rom Dr. Smyth. In the past, '<Ie have seldom had to raise the
question of' computations.

With good wishes,

I
h.

Rohert Oi? enheimer

cc: President Rohert Goheen
Dr. Carl Kaysen

attachments
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH

ROOM I I I) PYNE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

HENRY D. SMYTH

CHAIRMAN

Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer
Universite de Paris
Ecole Normale Superieure
Laborato:ire e by ique
24, Rue LhOlIlO
Paris (V), France

Dear Robert l

May 28, 1958

About a wee ago I called. ~ and asked. him to rel to you
the message that we had dec ded. we onti ue with e computer.
Without going into the up and do" 0 e ortunes of the 1I'.an1ac in the last
tvo months, I would like to t decia on was unanimous on th part
of all concerned from the i~ ing Maehly, Acton, Sc rzschild,
and the tterhorn group. t dec sion 1nal Wigner snd I had
a long tal with Bi elov ho s, as ys, opt stic. Yet both \iigner and
I felt after the conversation t t v Bigelow really was saying was that if
he were to work seve t e c e it would achieve a
reasonable egree of .y, but vould pro" ably s ill need. :lis fairly
frequent attention. to us not good enough to justify continuance.

I had hoped would not be necessary "&0 bother you with BaY
proble concerni this ~ -up. ouever ere several questions that
have arisen on whic you s ould be consul"&ed.

It s about Bige ow snd his ces that I concerned. z.v
recollection of the c nversation you Dece t t you
no objection to Bi elow' s tributi services f willing to do
o. I do not t ink either of us realiz ov much time and effort he vould

put in. In the conversati n Wigner and I had with h he ug;:;ested that t e
university might wish to compensate the Institute for an appropri te portion
of his salary during the wi ter. Frankly I very reluctant to do this and
it seems to me contrary to t e spirit of t e conversation you and I had.
Do you agree with this po t of view? Relevant, but not etermining, is
the fact that the university ~ have to P8¥ of the order of $50,000 in
charges for the past year's operation vh1ch we cannot recover in contracts
because of the s 1 amount of c uting which actually been carried
out.

On the other ha,od, it does seem ppropriate to me that the univer
sity should give Bigelow some sort of a bonus for his work. Possibly the
fact that he has continued. to york hard for about two months since the
Institute officially went on vacation otfers a reasonable basis for such a
bonus. Were he in the university his salary would probably be of the order
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Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer -2- May 28, 1958

of 1,000 a month. On this basis we would propose to pay him $2,000 for his
services. I would like your opinion on this suggestion.

We think there will be no difficulty in finding positions for all
t e theme.tical and techn' cal group and are in process of ing such ar-
rangements. We have not yet decided llnat is the best way in which to
dispose of the co ute i If. Our preference would be to return title
to the Institu e. Pend' word fro you we will explore all possibilities.

Needle s to sa;y we are all distressed by the way this situation
has developed, but noW' tha we have e t e deci ion I find no on who
does ot co cur i.

I hope you an tty are having a fine trip and I r gret that I
have ~ bo er you wi the e questions.

With warmest regards.
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called 9/24, .spoke to stephen Kidd, who
was involved in preparation of this
memo. said we objected to word "now".
He said this had not yet been distributed;
they would redo this page and take word out.
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To:

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Princeton, New Jersey

Chairmen of Departments Date: September 17, 1957

From:

Subject:

Committee on Project Research and Inventions

Availability of the Digital Computer and Procedures for its use.

Princeton University has recently taken over operation of the electronic
digital computer previously operated by the Institute for Advanced Study
and known as the MANIAC. This computer is now available for use by members
of the academic community. Copies of a bulletin outl~n~ng.proceduresand
instructions for obtaining use of the computer are attached for distribution
within each Department. Extra copies of this announcement are provided for
posting.

The digital computer is located on Olden Lane, opposite the Institute
for Advanced Study and is being operated under the direction of a Computer
Committee with Dr. H. D. Smyth as Chairman. Dr. Hans Maehly is in charge
of the computer and should be consulted if there are any questions concerning
its use; he may be reached on University telephone extension 2158.

Those who have computation problems that are amenable to solution by
a digital computer are encouraged to review the detailed "Procedures and
Instructions" and to investigate further the possible utilization of this
facility.
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
September 17, 1957

Procedures and Instructions for Obtaining Use
of the Princeton University Digital Computer

Arrangements have been made for Princeton University to assume operation of
the electronic digital computer from the Institute for Advanced Study. It is
intended that this facility shall be made available to the University Community
on as widely diversified basis as possible for use by anyone with an appropriate
problem. The transfer has been effected and the computer is in operation under
the direction of the Computer Committee, Professor H. D. Smyth, Chairman, with
Dr. Hans Maehly in charge of its operation.

Operation of the computer is being undacwritten by joint sponsorship of several
government agencies to cover the costs of a substantial fraction of the operating
time. At present a grant has been received from the National Science Foundation
and a contract from the Atomic Energy Commission, each supporting 1/3 of the an
ticipated use. Approximately 1/3 of the machine time has been allocated for com
putation problems that have funds available, as for example, other government
sponsored research projects.

It is intended that any member of the Academic Staff of the University or the
Institute for Advanced Study with an appropriate problem may have access to the
Digital Computer through one of these three channels:

(a) For those who have no other financial support, a grant has been
provided by the National Science Foundation. If the problem is
appropriate and amenable to solution by the Princeton Digital
Computer, financial support may be made available through appli
cation to this Committee.

(b) The Atomic Energy Commission has contracted for support and use
of the Computer to the extent of 1/3 of its time. This time is
available for the computation of problems submitted by any Princeton
University research contract with the Atomic Energy Commission.

(c) Problems related to any sponsored research, (government, industrial
or otherwise) for which the computation will be financed from the
sponsor's funds, have been allocated approximately 1/3 of the com
puter schedule. This time has not been "underwritten" by specific
sponsorship, but will be charged an hourly use rate as described
below.

To arrange for Computer time, the following steps should be taken:

1. The problem should first be submitted to the Chairman of the Department
involved, or the Project Leader, or the Director of the Institute for Advanced
Study, for evaluation of its scientific and educational value.

2. The problem should then be presented to the Chief of the Computer Staff,
for evaluation of the problem, for advice on the feasibility of solving the problem
on the Computer, and an estimate of the Computer time required.
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3. The prospective user should then complete the Computer Use Form (copy
attached) indicating the source of funds to defray the estimated cost, and submit
the Form to the Chief of the Computer Staff.

4. If approval is given, machine time will be scheduled with maximum con
sideration being given to the convenience of the user, always subject to change
in case of machine failure or trouble.

5. Advice on mathematical and coding procedures will be provided, but it will
be the user's responsibility to plan and code (including debugging the code) the
problem.

6. l.Jhile best possible estimates of the running time will be given to the user,
these can be only estimates and the actual time will have to depend upon the progress
of the problem. There can be no guarantee of total fixed dollar charges.

Machine Time Allocation and Charges will be handled in the following manner:

1. Approval of a problem will be noted on the Computer Use Form which will
then be given to the Computer Maintenance Engineer to schedule machine time.

2. Requests for time should be made not later than Thursday 4 p.m. of each
week. Weekly schedules will be established each Friday afternoon and posted on
the Bulletin Board in the Computer Building. In view of the difficulty of reaching
people on the Campus, the user should inquire about his schedule before Monday naon.
NOTE: If the Computer should be unusable for any day, all rU,lS scheduled for that
day will, ill general, be re-scheduled for the corresponding day of the following
week.

3. If the user decides to cancel or reschedule his work, the allocated
machine time will be charged unless the scheduled user can find a substitute user
willing to take over time and charges. The same rule holds if less than the
scheduled amount of time is used.

4. No charge will be made for:

a. Engineering testing of the Computer.

b. Testing general purpose subroutines.

c. Time within any scheduled period when it is determined by the
maintenance engineer that the machine is inoperable.

5. The Computer must be operated on a break-even basis. Total charges in
anyone year must be equal to the total cost of the computer operation. In order
to accomplish this, a provisional charge of $80 per hour has been est~ished. If,
at the end of the fiscal year this rate proved to have been too high, credits will
be made. If during the year it appears that the cost per hour is too low, it will
be adjusted upward with due notice to all scheduled users, but in no instance retro
actively.
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National Science Foundation Grant

Present and future support of the Digital Computer through a grant by the
National Science Foundation, is predicated upon the research and educational value
of the Computer to the academic community. As evidence of this value, a report
of the work accomplished under NSF sponsorship will be prepared annually as of
June 30. In order to accomplish this, each investigator whose work is supported
by the NSF 'Jill be required to prepare a report describing the computation problem
and the work accomplished through the use of the Princeton Digital Computer. This
information should be compiled annually, or upon the completion of significant
interim accomplishments. Reprints of articles published in scientific journals
will provide adequate reports, provided computation procedures are described.
Eight copies of reprints are required.

9/17/57
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APPLICATION
FOR USE BY:

PRINCETON unIVERSITY
Digital Computer PR()BLEN #

Name Title _

Dept. _ ?roject _

Title of Problem: (Note:A detailed description of the problem together 11ith computa
tional methods proposed for its solution should be attached to this form.)

Starting Date: Scheduled~ _

Completion Date: Scheduled. _

Total Computer Hours EstiJnated~ _

AmOW1t $ _

Funds for this computation have been allocated from Account No.

Date: _

APPROVAL OF
APF LICATION:

Authorized Signature

Use of the PriJ1ceton University Digital Computer is approved iJ1 the estilnated emount
of hours duriJ1g the Fiscal Year 1957/58, approxilnately as follows.

Month Jul Aug Sep I Oct I Nov Dec ; Jan Feb !'Jar ;1 Apr ' May Jun
.

Hours I \ ! I I

This schedule is subject to change iJ1 case of unforseen developments of the problem or
of the Digital Computer. It is understood, hel·rever, that such changes should be kept
to a rninilnum by both sides in order to permit advance planniJ1g and that notice for
necessary cha!1ges uill be given as early as possible.

Date: _
Chief of Computer Staff
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With the Compliments of the

AMERICAN COMMITTEE

FOR THE WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SOENCE

250 West 57 Street
New York 19. New York
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epte-ber 19, 1957

•

Dr. Hans J. lfaehlJ
The Institute for Ad~oed St~
Eleotronic Coaputer ProJect
Princeton, Ee~ Jorsey

Dear Dr. MaehlT:

f TOu rill arraJI«8
o the 10Gal pack1Jlg
uree_t.

'lte shall lie indeed metA:~~NlllJ:

to gin all of the 118

C01lPa1l¥ and forward

r of UIlO Shipping O~,
~~e all details of the

t the name of the pacldag
I will arI'80 • 1Iecheler to contact the.

10 further !l.r1"8Dge_'e ..bou' _rldag of
m>l~ iIletrueUo" to Iew York pier. We

TOur lette:l' to Mr. Wechsler 110 that
.T-c/__Uatecl..

For ou8\o.s regvJ.at1ou, it will 'be 1!80e""17 t'er u to haft
inTOlee fro. the Institute for Advaaoed Studle., lncludi-e a
etate..., thllt the lISpetio cl.rua b gina to us without charge
..s a gift.

:Be aseurecl. that we wish to be of all ..lble &9de'enoe, &Jl4
truet that TOil will Gall upo. us agaill.

With real appreciaUoll of your intereet, I all,

SillOerel;r yours,

MLtp. Martha Loeweneteill
eel Dr. II. Oppenhe1aer; Mr. G. Dror; Mr. J. Wechsler
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

Z1. August 1957

UJIICE 01 THE mItE(...·TQR

Cear ::lloeh:

It 13 10'...::. pleasure that I
rsport to you that we are today ar-
ran ir.£ to crate and ship ad. wbieh
at ono tino lr.lS usaf'ul in t a operation
ot our actror.ic cClllpUter. to the

e1zmann IICstitute 1.r Rehovoth. The
In titute tor Ad anced . tudy is glad
to make s gif't j ho very Touch
t t it will prev eruI t e-
veloping work of • ai I sti-
tute,

~
STUDY

<\Obert

::1'. benpin Bloch
'eizaann Instituta ot Sclerce

Rehovoth
Israel
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21 AlJbUst 1957

cc: Miss Martha Loewenstein
Weizmann Institute of Science
New York

r. E10e :

It is with pleasure that r
report to you that we are today ar
raIl£ir. to crate a.1Cd ship d • which
at one t was usef'U1 1.r.. the operation
01: our electror.1.c c ter. to the
'''ei Ir.stitute 1. • ehovoth Th
Ir.stitute £or 'var:c Stuc!y is €~d

to ake this "if' ; we ope very l1'.uch
that it will prove use!'u1. it t e
velopirlg work of the eiZltal r: Irsti
tu

Ver-y incereJy.

r. Eel jamin Bloch
. 'eizmarr, Institute 01: "cia ce

hovoth
I rael

•

•
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Dr. Maehley brought in the attached letter. Wonders
1.f any formali action has been taken, or if it
should be taken by RO, or what.-see item (1). Re
item 0), he says we could have the packing done,
but thinks that the \oJeizmann Institute should be
responsible for the cost. Wants instructions 1'rom
RO.
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COpy

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Department of Engineering
Los Angeles 24, CaJ.Uornia

Dr. Hans J. ~..aehley

Institute for Advanced Study
Electronic Computer Project
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Hans:

July 26, 1957

o

It ill my understanding that the Weimann Institute is st111
interested in obtaining the old drum and I suggest the following:

1. Have I. A. S. present the drum as a formal gUt to the
Weizmann Institute. It should be stated to be surplus
equipnent with just scrap value. SUch formality is necessary
in order for them to obtain the IIllpers required for export.

2. Contact Miss Martha Loewenstein, American COJIlIDittee for the
Weizrnann Institute, 250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
I am sending her a copy of this letter.

3. If it possible for 1. A. S. to put the drum cabinets in a
crate, it wU1 be very helpfUl. If not, they wU1 have to
pick it up as is and move it to a New York warehouse for
crating.

4. There are a number of accessory small parts associated with
the old drum (i.e. spare heads, amplifier shields, etc.).
Some of these were in file cabinet drawers :kl the office
which I occupied nearest the laboratory. These should be
gathered in a box and given with the drum cabinet.

How is everything in Princeton•.••.•.••••••••

Best regards to all our old friems.

Very tntly yours,

Is/Jerry
Gerald Estrin
Associate Professor of Engineering

GE:ba
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY ~ v" \ ..
DIGITAL COMPUTER f .......ur,...

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

~, 2.1
1 19S 7
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH

ROOM I I I, PYNE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

HENRY D. SMYTH

CHAIRMAN

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

June 25, 1957

In connection with the transfer of title to the University,
effective July 1, 1957, of the Institute's automatic electronic com
puter, you have asked us for some expression of intention with respect
to the use of a computer which the University might construct or
acquire in the future as a successor to the computer now being
transferred.

The transfer agreement provides in part that if the University
subsequently transfers the existing computer to a third party and
thereby receives a credit against the price of a new computer, the
Institute will receive either a right of use of the new computer as
described in the agreement, or an equitable share of the credit re
ceived by the University. The agreement gives the University the
right of election between these alternatives. This letter is to
advise you that if such a situation arises, and if the University is
in a positim in which it can elect to give the Institute the right
of use as described in the agreement, the University intends to do so.
However, the University may be unable to do so because of restrictions
imposed by a government agency _or other organization Which may be in
volved. If the new successor computer is acquired otherwise than on
a "trade-in" as just described, the University also inteuds to give
the Institute a right of use as described in the transfer agreement,
subject to the same qualification.

Sincerely yours,

flCb.~
H. D. Smyth
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June 20, 1957

Mr. Ray voodrow
Project Research
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Rayl

Pursuant to our recent conversation regarding the joint
occupancy of the Computer Building b.1 University and Institute personnel
during the coming fiscal year, I wish to set do.m my understanding of
our respective responsibili~sl

1 - The Institute will pay for

a. Fuel
B. Light
c. Gas
d. ~ater and sewer
e. ~surance ,for building and contents, including COl!Iputer
f. Minor maintenance

2 - The University will pay for

a. Janitorial service
b. Housekeeping supplies.

The total costs of the above named items paid b'J the Institute and
by the University will be pooled and a quarterly adjustment will be made so
that the University is bearing 2/3 of the total cost and the Institute 1/3.

If this is your understanding of our working arrangement, will
you kiOOly sign one copy of this document and return it to me.

Cordially yours,

~=;g~~
General Manager

ACCEPTED • • •
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BOARD OF,

~.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
J

SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH'

ROOM I II, PYNE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING "'"

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 1-1

HENRY D. SMYTH June 15, 1956 13

CHAIRMAN

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer,
Director,
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey.

Dear Robert:

I promised you that I "ould try this spring to bring the University
to a decision, at least in principle, as to whether or not it would take
over the operation of the Institute computer not later tha'l a year from
now.

I have now recommended to President Dodds that the University should
plan to assume this responsibility and I am further recommendin: that we
should take over before the end of the co~ng academic year, on the as
sumption that the cO'ltracts you have could be transferred to the Univer
:;ity. My own hope would be that the transfer could ta.1<:e ?la'_e not later
than January 1, 1957. ly recommendation is based on three conclusioc'lS
that I have reached in the course of the Spring: first, that there is
at present a.'l increasing need for a hign-s?eed 'o~uter in this community;
second, that the Institute computer Ca.1 solve this need; and third, that
the U:!1iversity can probably find the necessary financial support. Im.
plicit in my conclusion is the competence and availability of the ~resent

staff along the lines we have discussed, in particular, Dr. llaehly,
Mr. Keefe and the more jlmior personnel.

Mr. Dodds has accepted this recommendation in principle, althou~l

pointing out that there are a number of important considerations still
to be discussed. Among these, of course, the financial problem is of
first bIportance. AlthOUgh I have reason to feel optimistic about this,
more detailed discussion is necessaLJf within the University before we
can make any guarantees. Further details as to space, title, terminal
arrangements et cetera, of course remain to be worked out, but I should
think could wait until Fall.

I very much appreciate the attitude of the Institute in this matter
and your patience in allowi.ng us time for full consideration.

With warmest regards,

Sincerely yours,

:::::::Z,
Chairman.

BDS/mg
cc : Pres. Dodds.
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PRINCErOr U T\lERSlTY
BOARD 0" SCIm.'TIFIC ID nlilEERD:G llE'.SEARG

R()(Lj ll.l, a Adminsitra. ion~
Princeton, .,6"'; Je ey

Henry D. Sn!Yth
Cha1rmD.n

QQfI

Dr. J. Robert Gpp.mns1; aI',
Dil'"actol",
InsUtutd tOI' 1o.ctva.,c :Jtudy,
Princeton, 1_ Jersey.

Dear bortl

I prCIIIl1sed you that 1 w
to a decision, t least ~ prine
over the operatiou o£ 1:ohe Inetitu
now.

his spriIlf; to bring the U i vern!t:r
"" as to whether or not it. rould tal-e
callplter not. latar than a year 1:'l"Ol!I

I have noor rscOOllllOr.ded to -sid nt cis that. + :Jniver3it~ should
plan to assume this respo lSibll1ty a.-xi I am :f'urthe!" rae ~<; t.hat 'f:W

should take over barON an:! of t.h COlII1ng aeadElllic year, on the as-
sumption that the contracts you have could be transferred to the Univer
sity. My awn hope would be that e tr:msfre- coulJ tLlro pJ.:::.ce not later
than January 1. 1957. ~ rec=ndation is taecd on thr~a conclusior.s
that I have reache<l in the course of the Spri-ng: 1'1.1"st, that there is
at present an increasing r.eed tor a high-spe cOllipUt. ~ this c=nity;
second, that th Inst te cauputer can solv this n ; and third, that
t.'1 University can prob.:1b1:r 1I'ld t.. necessax-;.' fb.:u:clll L.h'mot.
pl.1cit in IlJ3 co ,~ion is the c:%:!p c ar-;::1 avalJ.:U;1.l:ity of the pre,e t
sta1'f alar.g linGS ..c e disC'.1Secd, iI. parti~J.1:lr. :::r. Y.aaiUy,
¥..r. Keefe XilO_ ..... j~&ior r-Drs=nnel.

cr. odds I-.a,. 'ccerted t.~ rcc~tion ir. prlr..eipL, alt..~ough

pointing out that thel"O are a IlUlllber of iI!lportant eonsidarntions still
to be dillCWlsed. Among these, of course. tho ...1=cL"'C. ~l"('bl..._ is of
first importan • Althou.(lh I hav reason to i'eal opt1m1stlc abo t 'this.
illorc detailed discussion 1s necessary l.-i.thin the Uni',ersity bei"ore we
can lllllke anY guarantee. Furthe dctallo a!I to space, tltle, terrrJ.nal
arrangements. at ce era. of course in to be l10rkad out. but I shoula
think could wait untU Fall.

I v ry much approo:lat.e the att·~" of t e Institute in this =tter
ar..d your patience in all us tb for full. eonsiderntion.

Sirccerely yours.

lsi Harl:7

Henry D. ~t
Cbainnan.

"iIOO/mg
eel Pres. Dodds
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

OFFICE OF ntE DIRECTOR

26 April 1956

Dear Harry:

Yesterday I had for the first time an OPPO 'unity to describe to
the Board of Trustees of the Institute recent develo nts with regard to
the work in meteorology and electronic computing. I so to 1 the Board
of our sense of obligation to attempt to provi a cOlllllluni ty, and
primarily for Princeton University, an order n to a computer
facili ty suited to present am f ..ture nee The y s ,ared this
sense of obligation, and approved the Pl~S~ operati the co.aputer
during the coming academic year along e . 5 agreed on in the ni'&rence
which you attended with representativ e overnment agencies. I have
every expectation tha"t the necessary fUl w· be provided for the year
July 1st, 1956 to July 1st, 1957.

The Board instructed ~ate pt to transfer management of the
computer-or perhaps, more gene ly, 0 computer--to Princeton University
not later than July 1st, e s' d that I seek an arrangement
whereby scientists at e titute iild have limited but adequate access
to tile computer, as th y no;v , and as members of the University Faculty
should have in future. hey er instructed me to seek a commitment to
this effect by the firs w year; failing that, they asked that I
make suitable dispositio e computer, if po.ssible by sale, and make
such special arrangements for computation as I could. They expressed the
hope that our present machine, and, if desirable, tile rooms in which it is
now housed, could playa useful part to the University, to us, and to tile
Princeton community, as long as tile machine was not rendered wholly obsolete
by new developments and new needs.

As you know, I have respon ed negatively to all enquiries, formal
and informal, for acquiring the computer in the near future. I shall continue
to do t.'lis until you and I can agree on what we ought to do, subject only to
the Board's decision.

Very sincerely,

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor Henry D. SllIiY'til
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

OFFICE OF THE Dl.R£CTOR

26 April 1056

Dear Harry:

Yesterday I had ror the first time an o;JPO mity to describe to
the Board of Truntees of tha I sUtute recant davelo', nta with regard to
the work in meteorology and electronic com uting. I so tol the Board
of our ser.sc of obligation to attempt to preVi t e community, and
primarily for Princeton University, order ' to a computer
facility 13 1'!ited to present and future need Boar -, shared this
senae of obligation, and approved the 1~5r opa.-a the COlil uter
duri:lg the c=ing ecndemic yea:r along e J. agreed on in the conf renee
Which you attended en tll reo reBeutative e overnment. agencies •. I have
every expectation that the necessary iiui - 1 be proVided for :the y<!'.ar
July 1st, 1956 to July 1st, 1957.

The Board instr"u.cted t to transfer management of the
computer-or perhaps, more gene computer-to Princeton Univerai ty
not l",ter than July 1st, s 0. that I seek an arrangement
whereb'.f scientists at t e titute uld have 1· too. bat adequate access
to the computer, as t i" 0011 ha and as members of the University Faculty
should have in future. hey er instructed me to seek a commiiment to
this effect b'.f the firs '" year; failing tha·t, they asked that I
make suitable disposition ~ e computer, if possible by sale, l1I1d nake
such special arr",ngemeDta for computation as I could. They expressed the
hope that our present l'lachine, and, if desirable, the rooms in which it is
now house, could playa 'llleful part to the Universlty, to UB, and to the
Princeton comounJ.ty, I1S lonr; as the machine ?fas not rendered wholly obsolete
by Dew develop;:1ente and Dew needs.

As you knm~, I have responded negatively to all enquirie3, formal
and informal, for acquiring the computer in 'the nsar future. I shall continue
to do this mtil you and I = agree on wha,t we ought to do, subject only to
the Board's decision.

Very sincerely,

Robert Oppenheil:ler

Professor Henry D. Smyth
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jer·aey
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3ND_ONR·3

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH. NEW YORK
346 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 13. NEW YORK IN RePLY R£F~R TO

14-2!IAS!J1:fgr
Ser 2193

30 March 1956

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, Director
Electronic Computer Project
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J.

He: Proposal for Providing a Computational
Facility in the Princeton area

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

We are pleased to acknowledge receipt of the
above proposal. This proposal .has been eIrlorsed and for
\'larded to the Office of Naval Research in -;ashington.

You will be notified promptly as soon as a decision
is reached.

Very truly yours,

~~
JACK LADEP. N
Scientific Department

Copy to:
Dr. H.H. Goldstine, IAS
Dr. • Morgan, Jr.

O;/R (432)
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
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The Institute for Advanced study
Electronic Computer Project

Princeton, New Jersey

Office of Naval Research,
346 Broadway
New York 13, New York

Attn: J. H. Levy

Gentlemen:

New York

March 2, 1956

Dr. J. Weyl of your Washington office and I have had a conversation
regarding the possibility of entering into a fUture contractual arrangement
with your offiGe for the purpose of providing a computational facility for the
Princetop scientific conmnmity. On the basis of this conversation, I under
stand that you will be willing to entertain a proposal by us to this end.

I accordingly make the following firm proposal on behalf of the
Institute for Advanced Study: For the sum of $61,000 for the period 1 July
1956 through 30 June 1957, the Institute proposes to maintain and to operate
its electronic computer on such problems of general scientific interest as
arise in the- community and seem worthy of solution. The Institute proposes
to provide its machine, _together with a maintenance and operating staff, as
well as a small group of programmers, to assist in the preparation of problems.

On the attached sheet I give a detailed cost breakdown. You will,
I am sure, under.stand that this breakdown is only approximate and is intended
in the main to give you a picture of our present estimate of how our costs will
be distributed. - The pre-cise allocation of fUnds will in all likelihood vary,
depending upon our needs as they-become apparent to us.

The Institute for-Ad:vanced Study represents that it has not employed
nor retained a company or person- (other than a fUll-time employee) to solicit
or secure this contract; and agrees to fUrnish information relative thereto as
requested by the Contracting Officer.

Yours very truly,

J. Robert Oppenheimer, Director
Institute for Advanced Study

HHGesg
cc: ONR/NY (5)

J.- Weyl
N. Morgan, Jr.
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•

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH

ROOM I I I, PYNE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

HENRY D. SMYTH

CHAIRMAN

February 7, 1956

Dr. J. Robert OppenheiJ:!er, Director
The I!lstitute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Robert:

I promised that I would reduce to writing t!le views that I have
expressed to you about computational facilities here over the next
five or ten years.

I have held a series of conversations with the various people on
the Campus who are competent or concerned and have had one or two
group discussions.

From the point of view of the University, it is clear that there
should be some instruction and some instructional facility in the
general field of high speed computation and there seems to be general
agreement that a machine of about the size and nature of the Datatron
or International Business Machine's 650 would fill this role very
satisfactorily. It is felt that such a machine would also have
general use as a research facility for members of ~~y departments.
It is recognized that such a machine will not satisfy the needs of
Schwarzschild and his graduate students, of Project ~3tterho~, of
some of Wigner's students and presumably of other more complex com
putational requirements that may arise in the future.

The University is very grateful to The Institute for Advanced
Study for the generosity with which the Institute has helped
Schwarzschild, Wigner and others by giving the use of the big
computer. T'ne University hopes very much that the big computer at
the Institute can be maintained and operated and can eventually be
replaced by a new machine of greater speed and power. We will do
everything we can to support the Institute's efforts to solicit funds
either in the form of grants or contracts for the continued opera
tion of the machine. We would be offering this kind of help both
out of our desire to cooperate with the Institute and because of
the strong interest of certain members of the faculty in having a
large computer available for their work. We think it is very im
portant for the health and vigor of the scientific community in
Princeton to have such a machine here and available.
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH

ROOM I I I, PYNE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

HENRY D. SMYTH

CHAIRMAN

February 7, 1956

Dr. J. Robero OpperL~e~er, J~rector

The ~stitute for dvanced Study
Pri~ceton, ~ew Jersey

Dear Raben:

I promised that I would reduce to writbg t"e views that I have
expressed to you abouo computational facilities here over t e ~exc

five or te~ years.

I have held a series of conversations with the various people on
the Campus who are competent or concerned and have had a. e or two
group discussions.

From the point of view of the University, it is clear that there
should be some instructio~ and some instructional facility in the
general field of high speed computation and there seems to be general
aGreement that a machine of about the size =d naoure of tne Datatron
or International Business ~!achi~e's 650 would fill this role very
satisfactorily. It is felt that such a machine ,muld also have
general use as a resear..,h facility for members of many departments.
It is recognized that such a machine will not satisfy the needs of
Sch'larzschild and his graduate students, of Project ~3tterhorn, of
some of Wigner's students and presumably of other more complex com
putational requireme~ts that may arise in the future.

The University is very grateful to ~e ~stitute for Advanced
Study for the generos~ty with which the Institute has helped
Schwarzschild, Wigner and others by giving the use of the biS
computer. T'ne University hopes very much that the big conputer ao
tne L'lstitute can be maintained a'ld operated and can eventually be
replaced by a new machine of greater speed and power. We will do
everyt i g we can to support t e ~stitute's efforts to solicit funds
either in the form of grants or contracts for the ~ontinued opera
tion of ohe machbe. We would be offering this :dnd of nelp both
out of our desire to cooperate with the Institute and because of
the strong interest of certain members of t e faculty in ~ving a
large computer available for their work. We think it is very im
portant for the health and vigor of the scientific commQ'lity in
Princeto to have such a machine here =d available.
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Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer Feb. 7, 1956 Page - 2

The University is hoping to obtain funds for the moderate size
computer mentioned in my third paragraph. We feel that this is the
extent of the direct financial effort that we can undertake at this
time. Consequently, we shall have to limit our support of the Insti
tute's machine to the kind of cooperation I have described.

Speaking personally but in terms of what I have learned in the
last few weeks, my hope would be that the University might eventually
be able to accept some of the financial responsibility for a big com
puter. This is based on the assumption that our needs and competence
in this field will grow. Perhaps if the Institute can manage to keep
the present machine going for a few more years, our two groups could
then cooperate to get an entirely new computer as a replacement.

Finally, we do not feel that we want to set up a computer de
velopment group in any of our departments at the present time. We
recognize that such a group would be entirely appropriate in an
engineering school but we do not give it as high a priority as some
of the other additions that we think are important.

I think that the position that I have described is in accord
with ,iruat I have said on the telephone but it is probably desirable
to make it a matter of record of the University's position at this
time. Naturally, I am always available to discuss this question or
any others of mutual interest.

Sincerely yours,

~Henry D. SIilyth,
Chairman.

HDS/mg
cc: Pres. Dodds

Dr. Acton
Dean Elgin.
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590 Madison Avenue
New York 22. N. Y.
Telephone: Plaza 3-1900

InternationalBusiness JJachines Corporation

Apri I 4, 1962

Mr. Minot C. Morgan
General Manager
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Mr. Morgan:

I thought you would like to have an advance copy of the press kit
describing Dr. Bryant Tuckerman's work on the historical ephemeris. It will
be re Ieased to the press on Tuesday, April 10th.

Thank you for your he Ip.

Cordially,

HKJ/vs
Enclosure

~1'-~
Howard K. j. is
Manager, Press Relations
Scientific & Technical Information
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For information call:

Howard K. Janis
Scientific & Technical Information
IBM Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York

PLaza 3-1900
Extension 3592

*By permission of the Trustees of the British Museum

This is one side of a Babylonian clay diary which contains astronomical

observations made in the first six months of Year 234 of the Seleucid

Era - - that is, 78 B. C. Clay tablet fragments like these, from which

the dates frequently have broken off, are being dated by means of the

astronomical information on them through the use of tables produced

by an IBM mathematician and an electronic computer. The tables give

the positions of Mars, Saturn, Jupiter and the Sun at lO-day intervals,

and the positions of the faster moving Moon, Mercury and Venus at

5-day intervals for the years 601 B. C. to A. D. 1 - - all for 7 P. M.

Babylon time. Dating of fragments will then date any nonastronomical

information on them and may help provide scholars with new insights

into the civilization immediately preceding the Christian era.

*The credit line above is requested if you should reproduce this
photograph.

4/10/62 •
.~
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For information call:

Howard K. Janis
Scientific & Technical Information
IBM Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York

PLaza 3 -1900
Extension 3592

*By permission of the Trustees of the British Museum

Here are nine of the 1, 300 Babylonian clay tablet fragments in the

British Museum, of which about 450 have been dated. Of the fragments

shown above, five have been dated: lower right corner, 257 B. C. ; upper

right corner, 189 B. C. ; upper left corner, 186 B. C. ; small piece in middle,

87 B. C. Clay tablet fragments like these, from which the dates frequently

have broken off, are being dated by means of the astronomical information

on them through the use of tables produced by an IBM mathematician and an

electronic computer. The tables give the positions of Mars, Saturn, Jupiter

and the Sun at lO-day intervals, and the positions of the faster moving Moon,

Mercury and Venus at 5-day intervals for the years 601 B. C. to A. D. 1 --

all for 7 P. M. Babylon time. Dating of fragments will then date any non-

astronomical information on them and may help provide scholars with new

insights into the civilization immediately preceding the Christian era.

*The credit line above is requested if you should reproduce this photograph.

4/10/62
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For information call:

Howard K. janis
Scientific & Technical Information
IBM Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York

PLaza 3-1900
Extension 3592

*By permission of the Trustees of the British Museum

This Babylonian clay tablet, pieced together out of three separate pieces,

as the visible cracks indicate, dates back to 183 B. C. Tablet fragments

like these, from which the dates frequently have broken off, are being

dated by means of the astronomical information on them through the use

of tables produced by an IBM mathematician and an electronic computer.

The tables give the positions of Mars, Saturn, Jupiter and the Sun at

lO-day intervals, and the positions of the faster moving Moon, Mercury

and Venus at 5-day intervals for the years 601 B. C. to A. D. 1 -- all for

7 P. M. Babylon time. Dating of fragments will then date any nonastro-

nomical information on them and may help provide scholars with new

insights into the civilization immediately preceding the Christian era.

*The credit line above is requested if you should reproduce this photo
graph.

4/10/62
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For release:

Tuesday A.M. 's & P.M.·s
April 10, 1962

From IBM
International Business .Machines Corporation

590 Madison Avenue

New York 22, New York

Howard K. Janis
Scientific & Technical Information
PLaza 3-1900 - Extension 3592

IBM ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS AID SCHOLARS
IN DATING BABYLONIAN HISTORICAL TABLETS

NEW YORK, N. Y., April 10 -- A research mathematician with International

Business Machines Corporation has used an electronic computer to compile

astronomical tables that are being used in dating and piecing together ancient

fragments of Babylonian clay tablets, it was disclosed today. Dating of infor-

mation on the tablets may provide scholars with new insights into the civili-

zation immediately preceding the Christian era.

The astronomical tables, along with a description of their construction

and use, will be published later this month as Volume 56 of the MEMOIRS of

the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, under the title, "Planetary,

Lunar and Solar Positions, 601 B. C. to A. D. 1, at Five-day and Ten-day

Intervals." The author, Dr. Bryant Tuckerman of IBM, began his work with

contract support from the Office of Naval Research while at the Institute for

Advanced Study in Princeton, N.J., and continued it under IBM sponsorship.

- more -
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IBM ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS AID SCHOLARS
IN DATING BABYLONIAN HISTORICAL TABLETS

Professor Abraham J. Sachs of the Department of the History of Mathe-

matics, Brown University, Providence, R. 1., is already using the IBM tables

in dating fragments of clay tablets written in Babylonian cuneiform script.

Astronomical observations recorded on a tablet can be "looked up" in the

newly computed tables which give the positions of the Moon, Sun and planets

for the 600-year period. In this way the possible dates of the observations

are found. If there are observations of enough bodies on the same tablet,

only one date will be common to all. This pinpoints the date of the tablet.

The fragments have been kept at the British Museum in London since the

1880's. Professor Sachs has made several trips to London but works largely

from photographs of the tablet fragments supplied by the Museum.

Dr. Tuckerman's novel computer project was initiated at the suggestion

of Professor Otto E. Neugebauer, chairman of the department at Brown, who

had earlier worked with astronomical predictions from the same era. It

points up the potential support high - speed electronic computers can give to

the tradition of academic scholarship in the study of ancient civilizations.

Dr. Tuckerman's program took over 40 hours to run on an IBM 704. It

would have been an enormous and impractical job without the computer. The

tables give the positions of Mars, Saturn, Jupiter and the Sun at lO-day in-

tervals for the 600-year period. For the faster moving Moon, Mercury and

Venus, positions were computed for five-day intervals. All positions were

computed for 7 P. M. in Babylon. Using this data, interpolations can be made

readily for any intermediate day and hour, or for locations other than Babylon.

- more -
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IBM ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS AID SCHOLARS
IN DATING BABYLONIAN HISTORICAL TABLETS

How the tables were constructed

Dr. Tuckerman's analysis and computer program for constructing these

tables were based on modern mathematical theories describing the motions

of the planets, together with improvements based on ancient observations.

The "theories" were developed by the astronomers Leverrier, Hansen and

Gaillot. They are the mathematically derived consequences of applying

Newton's laws of motion, together with modern observations, to the inter-

actions of the bodies of the solar system. Their general validity, over a

long period, is not in doubt.

Past comparIsons. have shown good but not perfect agreement between

these theories and previously available ancient observations. Consequently,

astronomers have added to the theories a few extra mathematical terms,

called secular accelerations, whose values have been chosen to reduce the

discrepancies. The terms are generally ascribed to the slowing of the earth's

rotation by tidal friction.

Positions are given in Dr. Tuckerman's tables to an accuracy within a

few hundredths of a degree for most bodies, somewhat less accurate for the

Moon and Saturn, but the equivalent of only about an hour in dating.

- more -
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IBM ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS AID SCHOLARS
IN DATING BABYLONIAN HISTORICAL TABLETS

Historical background of the Babylonian cuneiform tablets

There are some 1,300 clay tablet fragments, containing historical infor-

mation and astronomical observations in Babylonian cuneiform script, but

frequently the dates have broken off. About 450 have already been dated by

Professor Sachs during the last' several years. Although years of scholarly

work remain, he can now save himself laborious hand computation and can

look up a reported configuration in the new tables to find the corresponding

date. For a "good" set of Babylonian observations - - such as the simul-

taneous positions of the Moon and several planets, to reasonable naked eye

accuracy - - the exact date can be determined. The dating of the tablet will

then date any other nonastronomical information on it.

Such regularly recorded information as prices of barley, oil, dates,

spices and wool - - in terms of quantities that could be bought per shekel

(l/60th of a pound) of silver - - can be graphed to show long-term flucrua-

tions in Babylonian commodity prices. Other historically valuable information

includes weather reports (clouds, rainstorms, floods and river levels), ref-

erences to epidemics, raids by nomadic Arabs, and military events. In ad-

dition to dating such ancient information, the comparisons of observed and

computed astronomical phenomena should eventually be useful to modern

astronomers.

- more -
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IBM ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS AID SCHOLARS
IN DATING BABYLONIAN HISTORICAL TABLETS

According to Professor Sachs, systematic astronomical observation

probably originated as a result of the preoccupation of the Babylonians with

omens. For thousands of years, minute details of situations preceding both

favorable and unfavorable events were recorded in attempts to make availa-

ble abundant information on which to base predictions for future important

events. This mass of information included, for example, the state of the

internal organs of sheep offered for sacrifice, the actions of various animals,

occurrence of meteors, and so forth.

About the middle of the eighth century B. C., there occurred an unusual

conjunction of planets of a type which could not be found among the older

records of omens. The need for more records led to the beginning of sys-

tematic astronomical observations about 750 B. C. This observational activity

continued without interruption over the next six centuries.

Historians are also interested in studying the connection between the

Babylonian records and the Greek civilization. Ptolemy, who lived around

150 A. D., is known to have made use of records of eclipses and other obser-

vat ions which came from Babylon. The earliest record he used dates back to

the eighth century B. C.

Years of research still lie ahead of Professor Sachs despite the great

computational time- saving afforded by the IBM tables. He expects eventually

to publish his complete findings in three volumes as a reference work for

scholars.

###
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ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DETAILS

The computation project was planned, analyzed, coded, and carried
out on electronic computers by Dr. Bryant Tuckerman, a mathematician at
the IBM Thomas]. Watson Research Center, Yorktown, N. Y. He began it
at the Electronic Computer Project of the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, N.]., with contract support from the Office of Naval Research.
The first part of the analysis was done there, and provisional outputs were
obtained on the lAS computer. When he joined IBM he was invited to com
plete it on an IBM 704 computer. After additional analysis and program
ming' the production was done in some 40 hours on the 704. It would have
been an enormous and impractical job by hand computation.

Prior to the availability of the IBM tables, known to scholars as an
historical ephemeris, dating of the fragments containing astronomical data
was possible only by a sequence of trial calculations, each tedious and
lengthy. Even with the help of the useful auxiliary tables "Tafeln fUr Sonne,
Planeten und Mond" of P. V. Neugebauer - - which abstract and simplify the
portions of the classical theories which are appropriate to naked-eye ob
servations, but do not give positions directly - - the hand computation of a
single planetary position is a laborious process, and the dating of a record
would require several or many such computations. All this labor now has
been relegated to the computer, and the resulting positions made perma
nently available, by the computation of these tables.

The computation of the tables was based upon the classic mathe
matical theories of Leverrier, Gaillot and Hansen, with some modified
elements (due to Schoch). Such theories are based upon Newton's laws of
physics, fitted primarily to the telescopic observations of the past few
hundred years. To the extent that the laws, theory and observations are
satisfactory, the theories should supply computed future or past positions,
as well as present-day ones, in satisfactory agreement with the actual
(or observed) positions. Even without modification, these theories are
known to fit ancient observations (back to several hundred years B. C.)
fairly well, so that a "good" set of ancient observations from the period
would be sufficient for dating to the exact day, and an "ideal" set (of
modern accuracy) from the period, to within a few hours.

Detailed comparisons some years ago, by astronomers and histo
rians, of some of the few accurate ancient observations with positions
computed from the theories, have shown some small systematic discrep
ancies, which are principally described by a few mathematical terms
called "secular accelerations" of the various bodies, and are now believed
to be due principally to the slowing of the Earth's rotation by the friction
of the tides. These terms are still imperfectly known; but by incorpo
rating good estimates of them, such as Schoch's, as has been done in these
tables, the agreement of the theories, and hence of these tables, with
ancient observations is improved, so that the uncertainty in dating an
"ideal" observation would probably be a fraction of an hour in the era being
considered.

- more -
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The precision required of the tables depends on the nature of the
observational material, which was with the naked eye and without precise
time measurements. Units of a tenth of a degree were originally sug
gested, and would be adequate for dating purposes. However, to make
sure of a sufficient precision, the tables have been uniformly generated
to an additional decimal place, that is in units of a hundredth of Ii degree
(except for the rapidly moving Moon, where units of a tenth of a degree
were used). A hundredth of a degree is about the apparent diameter of
Venus at its brightest, or one-fiftieth the apparent diameter of the Moon.

To accomplish precision of this order, numerous small effects
(perturbations) were included. However, in order to conserve the time
of the analyst and of the 704, without sacrificing usefulness, certain
smaller perturbations were omitted, leading to small differences between
the tables and the exact theories. These amount to less than 2-1/2 units
in all cases except Saturn (where they are less than 16 units). Neither
these omitted terms, nor the uncertainties in the secular accelerations
should affect the dating of an "ideal" set of observations by as much as an
hour.

The originals of the tables were prepared directly on the off-line
printer of the 704 computer. In order to keep the number of pages as
small as practical, and also to display the full information for all the
bodies for each ten days on a single line, the pages of output were de
signed to be the full width of the printer, 120 columns, and a correspond
ing length, about 100 lines, to make a properly shaped page.

There resulted 301 pages, each covering two years, and giving the
celestial longitude and latitude of the Moon, Venus and Mercury at 5-day
intervals, two per line, and of Saturn, Jupiter and the Sun at lO-day in
tervals, one per line. These large pages (12" x IT') were photographically
reduced about 2:1 for publication but the reduction still permits legibility.

The same computer program could be used to produce similar
tables for other periods of time, earlier or later. However, the period
just covered is one of greatest interest. According to Professor Neugebauer,
no other pre-modern period has a comparable number of observations ex
tant.
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ROBERT SERRELL
39 LOVERS LANE

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

Professor J. Robert Oppenheimer
Director,
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Professor Oppenheimer:

On the occasion of its fiftieth anniversary next
year, the Institute of Radio Engineers has asked
me to prepare a paper on "The Evolution of Com
puting Machines and Systems"(together with co
authors Astrahan, IBM San Jose, Patterson, Univer
sity of Pennsylvania and Pyne, Princeton Universi
ty). With our discussion of the Institute for Ad
vanced Study Computer, we would like very much to
include the photograph attached (which was supplied
to me by Alan Richards). *
If, as I hope, we may have your permission to do
so, a short word to this effect on the attached
copy of this letter will suffice. Many thanks!

Sincerely,

11 September 1961

Permission granted: v.rI-. 9/11 / cP /
for Dr. Oppenheimer

* returned with signed ee. (Prof. von Neumann standing by machine)
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5/25/60

Call from Mr. Boberg, IBM patent department in Poughkeepsie.
(Tl\is is the call that Montgomery told us we might expect, 01
which he had been told by Goldstine). Boberg would like to
come down and look at the computer records. He is interested
in the Snyder Schllutz work on magnetic core memory, about
1947-48. We made a date for him to come down Friday, probably
arriving a little after one. I am to call him back if you object,
GLobe 4-1000. R.\'I- 5"11:t

Checked with Betty Gonnan, who has charge of the Computer files.
She will have to look at what there is, but I suggested that she
wait until I had told you of this.

R.l1 ')1.0

..e.~l'~

7
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RE:

u.""TTER DATED: );;..! / 9/~- 7

SEE:~-~
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=INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES=

PR I NCETO IJ NJER:

=ATTENTION VERtA HOBSON SECRETARY REURTEL MONTHLY PROGRESS

REPORT REQUESTED WAS WRITTEN BY DR. Ho MAEHLY REGARDING

~ETHODS OF APPROXIMATION- REFERENCE WAS MADE IN JUNE

1958 ISSUE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IBM CMA ARTICLE

BY E. Go KOGBETLANZ=

NATIONAL AEROtlAUTICS AND

/
THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUCCESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNINC ITS SERVlC1!.
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DL Day Leuer
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'" -le«er Te1e'1(ram/

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM 1201

W. P. MARSHALL. ~.&.'O&H"

The filinlt rime shown In the date tIne on domc:sdctd~U srANDARD TIME at pain. of oricln.. Time of reedp4': U STANDARD 1lME at potnt o( dC:Sfln.non

~t.ASS Of SERVICE

This is :I fast mc::suge
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acter it; indicated by th..e
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to Institute for Advanced study, from Moffet Field, Cal. rec'd 9/11/59

Urgently need the monthly progress report October 1956 for use by
our scientists.

National Aeronautics & Space Adm.
Ames Research Center
LUCille D. Baker

to above

Institute forJl.~cecLS-tud¥ does not issue monthly progress reports.
Cannot identify report requested in your telegram.

Verna Hobson
Secretary
Institute for Advanced Study

.V Y (/

THE! COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS PROM ITt PATRONS CONCERNING ITS S!!.RV1CI!.
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..

from Moffet Field, Cal. received 9/14/59

Regarding your telegram monthly progress report requested
was written by Dr. H. Maehly regarding methods of apprOXimation
reference was made 10 June 1958 issue of Research and
Development IBM em article by E. G. Kogbetlanz.

National Air and Space Administration

I-

THE COMPANY WILL APl'IlECIATI!. SUGOESTTONS PROM ITS 'ATRONS CONCERNING ITS Sl!llVlCfl
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10 March 1956

Dear Dr. Chauncey:

This is to ackno ledge and
thank you f'or your letter of' iarch 8th,
which has arrived during Dr. OppenheiJ:ler's
absence f'or a f'ew weeks vacation in the
Caribbean. We shall hold yo letter for
Dr. Oppenheimer's attention on his return
to Princeton bef'ore the end of this
month.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs. Wilder Hobson)
Secretary to the Director

Dr. Henry Chauncey
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

I

•

,
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

March 8, 1956

Dear Oppie:

Our people have studied the Institute's computer and
its suitability for our needs. It is their conclusion that it
does not match very closely our requirements and that we would
be unwise to acquire it. I appreciate very much yo.ur thinking
of us and also the time that Mr. Goldstine gave to discussing
the matter with members of our staff.

I might add that if the computer does continue to
be operated in this area, it is likely that we would have some
use for it, but the amount of use that we would make of it would
be far less than necessary to support more than a small proportion
of the operating costs of the machine.

,With all good wishes •••

Sincerely yours,

'*"' tHenry Chauncey

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N. J.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

ELEcrRONlC COMPUTER PROJECf

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

March 16, 1956

Dear Robert:

I just had another call from the manager of the Electronic Associates
group on the highway. As you will remember, this organization showed some
interest in buying the machine. They have called again to erpren their
interest, and to ssy that they would like to send a man here to learn more
about the machine so that they can lead up to maldng the Institute a pro
posal. I told him we would be glad to give them reasonable assistance.

BHGesg

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheilll'
Institute for Advanced Study
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J.-/
29 March 1956

Dr. Kruger, Universi~ of Illinois, ~elephoned to say that
the Associated Universities (MiaNest) would like to buy
our computer. I passed the call along to Dr. Goldstine,
and he tells me that Kruger wanted to settle the whole thing
on the telephone. Goldstine told him that tile University had
first crack, and that it YO uld not be possible to settle
anything that rapidly. He told Kruger to write to you.
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9 i' il 19:>0

Dear Professor Kruger:

Thank you for yoUr good letter of April 6th. It is true
that~. - ~t:.. tu.;;e is shortly plan:' tc disco..tJ.nue SO::l aspect
o its pre -= in the cleve opclent anu use of electron~c comp tel'S;
it is a...t;o tl"'UZ, th 't It,;~G· • ...-....1 .. , ~ t. i~ • ul' l .....ku w s-
cn~o. e ;..ou......l;y ,t',&, 1.. 'tl.u utJCt'o. t.~U.ll v. 1llc, ""u.n~J.t~l nv lli..rt3. uring
t.'W tiL;£: a. i'. Las ;'l oo;:"v, t;;il n, ~ U.e IllS';j, t w. ano. l:lembers
of the faew. ty 01' the Univel"ciW of Prin ton an B lIle 0 their
I)t .'ltv, ~ve ce .•e to pur. en ~ &a a ac1lit,lo. We (,(0 not believe
that wc ean or shoul' renove this facilitiY from Princeton if we can
possibly help it. We have er or un take to na" it for
the coming iscal year, !llld I,O"e that L? time a more Imitable

lage:nent can be found. I would expect to j{IlOVl whether in fact
.. is will possible by the en 0 lA.ia cal j ar. £ it is,
then I think Vie s oul te ~Iell a Vised to keep a rcasc.J8. adequate
cOlllputer !acilit,y in the Princeton cO!lJD.unit,y; if not, we shall
reluctBntl3 transfer the computer to whoever then wants it.

Fro your letter, I muld assume that your interest in
having it, tho high at the o:nant, ould not long be maintained.
lIev'Ort! eless, if you wish I shall let you mem w' en our fUture is a
little re certain.

II tb all goo t gs,

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor P. Gerald .ruger
Ph;>-sics Departl:1ent
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Copy to Professor Snwth
,
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MIDWESTERN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

Physics Department,
Universi"t'J of Illinois,
Urbana, :llinois,
April 6, 1956.

Prores~or J. E. Oppenheimer, Director,
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princoton, liew Jersey.

De&r Professor Oppenheimer:

I understand that the digital conputer .,hich is at the
Institute is not goin!; to be used there in the future. If this
is correct, I.:ould liKe to ask if it would be possible for the
~idwestern Universities Research Association to acquire this
computer either as a gift, a loan, or on a purchase basis.

During the past YBar or two Tie .ve =de more and more
use of the Illiac at the University of Illinois and at the present
time are using about one-third of its total coqlUting tme. This
is about as much as one can re&sonably expect the University to
donate to :URA since nnn;r other departments in the University have
use for it. On the other hand, this anount of com!,utin!; time,
nhich has been ver'J valua Ie and TIill conthue to be valuable in
the future, is n"t sufficient to tal::e care of the computing .mich
needs to be dono during the fi=l design and construction of t .e
nid,""st accelerator.

If some arrangement suitable to you, th" University of
Princeton, ~nd L1I1A could be ~de to acquire this calculator, it
.1Ould be of great value to us es::ecially during the next :I'ear . en
heavy computing demands will have to be met and ..hen it is
unlikely "1":6 1T-.ll be able to buy an rr..: 'odel 704 or perhaps even
rent one.

I shall appreciate it if you r.ill give this your serious
consideration and let me !.::non shortly what the possibilities are.
To be of most se to us Tie would like to install the computer in
the laboratory at our site sOIl'.etime TJithin the next t170 or three
months.

------ 2
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'r ~.

Professor J. R. Op:>enheimer

- 2 -

Lpril 6, 1956.

At this time TIS are subnitting a proposal for our
accelerator to the Commission and I am sending Lilt ".:hite a copy
which you might like to borrOl7 and look over.

Greetings and be st wisbe s,

Sincerely yours,

p~..a.e)~
P. Gerald YJUger.

PGK:tr
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INTERNATIONAL BUSlliESS MACHINES CORPORATION
World Headquarters: 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. y., Telephone Plaza 3-1900

November 18, 1955

Dr. Herman H. Goldstine
The Institute for Advanced Study
Electronic Computer Project
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Herman:

Thank you for your letter of November 9. I appreciated learning
something about your visit to Europe.

I have it high on my priority list to come down to Princeton both
to say hello to Dr. Oppenheimer and to visit you. In the meantime,
should you be in New York on other business, please telephone.

This brings my best wishes and regards.

Cordially yours,

/s/ Cuthbert Hurd

Cuthbert C. Hurd, Director
Electronic Data Processing Machines

CCH:GS

IBM
Offices in Principal Cities of the World
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

METEOROLOGY PROJECT

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

March 16, 1956

Dear Robert:

I enclose a copy of a letter from a friend

in Michigan; this might be of some interest.

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced study
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN • ANN ARBOR
COLIEGE OF LITERATtJRE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

DEPAR'nolENT OF PHILOSOPHY March 12, 1956

Dr. Harman Goldstine
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Herman:

I have heard rumors that your computation center
may move. If there is any truth in this, and if you
would consider moving it out here, I should like to
investigate the possibility further.

There are many people on the campus interested
in establishing a computation laboratory here, and if
there is any possibility of your machine and group
moving. I shall take the IIIBtter up with them. I can't
speak officially for the University, of course, but
there is enough chance of success there to make an
attempt worthwhile.

Best regards to Adele and you.

Sincerely yours,

ART (signed)

Arthur W. Burks
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

ELEC1'RONIC COMPUTER PROJECI'

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

Professor Arthur 101. BurlLe
part nt of Philosophy

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. Michigan

Dear Art:

Many thanks for your kind letter of March 12 about the computing
lab here. It is quite true that the Institute is planning to disband

he computing laboratory. We think thet the d Y of th u iverdt,. in
the engineering phese is gone and, therefore, that it would be in the
best interest8 of everybody if our engineers vere "freed up" to go to
industry.

The meteorology group 18 also disbandi end what 18 left is
pri ril,. a service center. Whatever e se one can say, it seelllB un
reasonable for the Institute to provide service facilities for the Prince
ton co unity.

My own plan is to return to more conventional forlDll of mathe
matics at the Institute. (At the present I plan to read Lerayand
Schwartz work on hyperbolic equations and istributiona and to proceed
in thi8 direction.)

The fate f the chine, plus so of the group, is still in doubt.
I ~ therefore taking the liberty of forwarding your letter to Dr. Oppen
heimer to see when he returns the latter part of the month. When I hear
from him, I will let ;you know.

Adele .loins me in l!Iending our best regards to Allce and to you.

Sincerely ;yourl,

Hel"1llBn H. Goldstine
HHGe8g
cc: Dr. Oppenheimer /'
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER PROJECT

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

April 2, 1956

Professor Arthur \i. Bl11'u
DepartllllllIt of PhllosopbJr
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Dear Art:

Dr. Oppenheimer bas nov returned from his trip
and I bave discussed with him your letter of inquiry regarding
the computer.

The Institute bas agreed to give Princeton University
first crack at the machine. Henry SlQyth of the University is nov
working on the problem and we hope to have a definite statement
trom him in the finite future. If this should be in the negative,
then I am sure Dr. Oppenheilllllr would be willing to take up your
suggestion.

Adele Joine me in sending Ol11' best regards.

Sincerely yol11'S,

Beran B. Goldstine
mroesg
cc: Dr. oppenheimer'/
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER PROJECI'

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

February 13, 1956

Mr. John ll. Paste.
Division or Research
U.S. Atomie Energ;r ColllllliBsion
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear John:

Many thanks for your kind letter or February 9, 1956. I am very
ap-preciative for your cOllllllents and your counter example.

Shortly after our talk, I told Dr. Oppenheimer genere.lly or our
conversation regarding the Institute machine. Since receiving your
letter this morning, I again spoke to him and am glad to say that he
showed interest in the proposal with respeot to New York QP.ivers1tJ.
He ill at the moment negotiating with Princeton~y end hopes-to
hear one vay or other within the next several weeks. He probably Will
know the University's intentione by about the time that Courant returns
from Europe. If' he has not made other arrangements by March 1, I feel
certain that he would like to take up the New York University matter.

Adele Joins me in sending our very best regards.

Sinc rely yours,

Kllrman H. Go1det ine
HHQellg ./
cc: Dr. Oppenheimer v
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UNIVERSITY of PENNSYLVANIA
PlllLADELPHIA 4

The College

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

February 1, 1956

Professor Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton,
New Jersey

Dear Professor Oppenheimer:

FolloTIing the telephone conversation ~ch I had with you
recently, I presented to the Computing Center Committee your
gracious and thoughtful suggestion that the University of
?ennsylvania may wish to avail itself of the opportunity to submit
a proposal to the Institute for Advanced Study regarding the
future disposition of the Electronic Computer Project. This
Committee gave careful consideration to your kind invitation and
formed the opinion that only one large-scale computer \yould be the
optimum number of big machines for the prospective Computing Center
at Benn. Since the University of Pennsylvania has received definite,
though oral, assurances from Sperry-Rand that a Univac will soon be
turned over to the University for instructional and research purposes,
the Committee feel!! that the problem of establishing the machine
nucleus of the Center has been solved.

The Committee convey~ to you their deep appreciation of your
kind suggestion~.

Sincerely yours,

'/7": JI ~~ e .e.R.

W. H. Gottschalk, Chairman
Department of Mathematics
For the Computing Center Committee

WHG:bm




